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1. Introduction. Let GF(pn) denote a GMois field of order pn, where p is
an odd prime, and n is an arbitrary positive integer; let (C)(x, pn) denote the
totality o polynomials in an indeterminate x with coefficients in GF(p). We
consider the problem of determining the number of representations of poly-
nomiM in as a sum of squares of polynomials in satisfying certain restric-
tions. The case of n even number of squres has been treated elsewhere;1 in
the present paper, we consider the case of an odd number of squares. Certain
results derived in the paper on the even case will be required in the discussion
of the odd cse.
Our problem may be described more precisely thus. Let 1, 2, 28+1 be

2s + 1 non-zero elements of GF(p’); let L be a primary polynomial, that is,
one in which the coefficient of the highest power of x is 1. Then

(A) if L is of even degree 2k, and

=++’" +2+0,

we seek the number of solutions of

L .X[ + X + ++X+
in primary X each of degree/c.

(B) If L is of arbitrary degree l, 2]c any even integer > l, o any non-zero
element of the GMois field, and

we seek the number of solutions of

L Z +Z + + .X8+
in primary X each of degree k.
The number of solutions of problems (A) and (B) is expressed in terms of the

Artin numbers . now to be defined. If A and M are in (C), M primary, the
symbol (A/M) will denote the generalized quadratic character of A with respect
to M:
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